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3. Squat jump-up

(a) Stand with your
feet shoulder-width
apart, then squat down
until your knees are at a
90° angle. Burns, yeah?
(b) Swing your arms
overhead and jump onto
a box/step, landing in
the same squat before
hopping back to the
floor. Now go again. And
again. Wait for the burn.

The fastest way to incinerate festive
belly flab? Track your heart rate
and hit your fat-blitzing peak

This month’s trainer
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The expert: Claire Finlay,
founder of Transition Zone
transitionzone.co.uk
Calories burned: 225

f there’s one foe even the most stubborn
of stomach rolls fears it’s Hiit, with
numerous studies confirming its fatmelting prowess. But how intense should you
go? A heart monitor (around £30, or use your
smartwatch) can tell you that. “Getting your
heart rate to 80% of its maximum (MHR)
puts your body into its top fat-burning mode,”
says Claire Finlay, creator of the HiPer Zone
workout. After 15 mins at this level, you can
switch to mid-intensity work (at 50-60%
MHR) to make the most of the fat breakdown.
In other words, you can use this circuit as a
stand-alone session or pre-cardio to up your
calorie burn. Do each move all-out 3 times
over, resting for 30 secs between each burst,
before moving on to the next one. Burn, baby!
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RATE IT

To roughly work out
your MHR, take your age
away from 220 (so if
you’re 30, it’s 190 bpm).
Now aim for that!
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1. Spider climber

(a) Assume push-up position,
then bring your right foot to the
outside of your right hand.
(b) Extend your right leg back
to the start. Bring your left foot
forward next to your left hand.
Keep swapping for a full 45 secs.
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4. Pogo squat
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2. Burpee step-up

(a) Squat and place your hands on the floor
before jumping your feet back and lowering to
the floor in a push-up position.
(b) Reverse the move to stand, then with your
right foot, stand on a box/step before hopping
off. That’s 1 rep. Repeat, stepping on the left leg.
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(a) Starting with feet
together, jump as high
as you can before
landing in a wide
squat, touching the
floor with your hands.
(b) Jump back up from
the wide position to
land with feet together.
Sweating yet?
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